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Abstract: The capabilities of a microwave imag-
ing system working in air using two crossed linear
arrays are described. The analytic expressions of
the focusing procedures are derived, resolution
and available volume of reconstruction are dis-
cussed. Finally, some experimental images corre-
sponding to two dielectric objects are also shown.

1 Introduction

An imaging system working at microwave frequencies
presents, with regard to optical systems, advantages for
the localisation and identification of remote objects or
objects located in inaccessible environments. Indeed, a
microwave signal can penetrate optically opaque dielec-
tric media [1], a capability which might be useful when
the technique presented is applied to noninvasive indus-
trial diagnosis, to the location of concealed or buried
objects. It is possible to resolve volumes as small as a A/2
edge cube inside the image object illuminating just one of
its sides. So, we have a 3-dimensional vision system with
applications in robotics as an artificial vision device. The
results obtained show that the system is potentially com-
petitive with optical bidimensional imaging.

Current studies dealing with this field are directed at
simplification of the measurement arrangement, opti-
misation of numerical reconstruction algorithms and
definition of new applications.

The imaging system proposed uses a simple arrange-
ment consisting of two crossed linear arrays. We describe
a new numerical focusing procedure which allows the
recovery of a 3-dimensional object from its scattered
field. Different authors have studied similar problems in
acoustics and microwaves [2, 3]. In this work forward
scattering from the object is used and the algorithms
have been implemented in an experimental system that
has produced bidimensional images and cuts of 3-
dimensional bodies.

2 Analytical formulation

The measurement geometry, sketched in Fig. 1, uses 2N
elements, N forming a linear transmitter array and the
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Fig. 1 Measurement geometry for two crossed arrays of 64 elements
each, with their centres separated by 16 X

other N forming an orthogonal linear receiver array
separated by a distance zm. In this probe arrangement the
separation between elements is chosen to be A/2. An
N x N sample matrix, called a conical hologram, is
obtained as follows: for every transmitting element select-
ed, the receiver array is scanned obtaining an iV-sample
row, the procedure being repeated for the N elements of
the transmitter array. In this way, we are not using physi-
cally phased arrays; however, their current distributions
are afterwards synthesised by numerical processing of the
obtained information.

It is well known that the illumination of an object
induces an equivalent electric current distribution, Jeq(x0,
y0, z0), as described in the compensation principle [4]:
this distribution forms the electromagnetic image we are
interested in recovering. The reconstruction algorithm
forms every image points by means of the synthesis of
two focused arrays, i.e. all the elements of both arrays are
weighted so as to be focused over an unique object point.
This is achieved by numerical treatment of the
unweighted hologram samples.

The focusing operator can be obtained by inverting
the expression of the field created by a current line. Let
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us take the vertical array of Fig. 1; suppose that each
element is a magnetic probe (e.g. a dielectric loaded open
waveguide) so that we can consider the array as a mag-
netic current line:

M{r') = x S(x')Mx(y') S(z') (1)

The fields created at a generic point r, can be obtained
using a spectral formulation of plane and cylindrical
waves [5, 6], or in a more classical way by means of a
vector potential F, that satisfies the wave equation

'= -eM (2)

where e is the permittivity and k = 2TT/A the wavenumber.
Fourier transforming eqn. 2 with respect to the source

variable y' results in

[V;2 + (k2 - kl)]FT;'{F} = -eFT;,l{M] (3)

where the transverse Laplacian operator V2 acts on the
x', z' components, ky is an angular frequency variable, the
operators FT and FT'1 denote Fourier transforms,
defined by

e-*»dy FTky{}=-

The transformed wave equation 3 has the solution

(4)

FT;.1{F} = FT-l{M]

where H(2) is the Hankel function of the second kind and
nth-order, p2 the distance from the field point to the
current line, as shown in Fig. 1 and j = yj — 1.

The vertical component of the electric field (Ey), may
be obtained directly from E = — (1/e) rot F and the
inverse Fourier transform of eqn. 5:

Ey(r) = J- FTky{FT;,l{Mx(y')} £

(6)

where C[ky. p2~], the focusing operator, is given by

D-, 1

The Ez component is neglected in the reconstruction.
For a given point r0, the focusing distribution Mx(y')

is the one that makes Ey(r) resemble a delta function
&(r — ro) a s much as possible. In this way we ensure a
y-selective illumination, obtaining

02]ejk^} (7)

(8)

For the horizontal receiver array, proceeding in the same
way, we obtain similar expressions. A numerical simulta-
neous focusing of both arrays over a common point
allows to the image point to be obtained:

(9)

p2]C[fcx

X e-J
k**oe-Jk,yo ^

where Hm(x', y') corresponds to the N x N sample matrix
of the magnetic field scattered by the object, and FTxy.
is the 2-dimensional generalisation of the Fourier Trans-
forms defined in eqn. 4.

3 Numerical simulations

The previous formulation has been applied to the case of
two crossed arrays of N = 64 antennas each, with a
minimum distance between them zm = 16 A. Simulations
have been used to obtain the system impulse response
and resolution. We can see, in Fig. 2, the slice y = 0 of

Fig. 2 Image in the xz-plane of a point-like object located at xQ = 0,
y0 = 0, z0 = 8 X (impulse response of the system)

the 3-dimensional reconstruction of a point-like object
located at x0 = y0 = 0, z0 = 8 X. The resolution is the
same in either the x- or y-direction (A/2) whereas it is
3A/2 in the z-direction. Simulations of point-like objects
located at points other than the middle of the geometry
have shown that the impulse response changes with posi-
tion, becoming worse as the object moves away from the
centre of the geometry. This fact suggests that the avail-
able volume of reconstruction should be restricted to a
prism of size 10 A x 20 A x 20 X as shown in Fig. 3.

32A

16A

Fig. 3 Available volume of reconstruction (10 A x 20 X x 20 X)for the
two crossed arrays of lengths 32 X separated 16 X

4 Experimental results

The geometry of Fig. 1 has been implemented as illus-
trated in Fig. 4, the field distribution is obtained by
mechanically moving two open waveguides with a system
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controlled by an IEEE-488 bus. A phase-locked sweep
oscillator at 12.5 GHz, followed by a 1 W power ampli-
fier, is used as signal generator and an automatic

frequency
stabiliser
E IP- 578

network
analyser
HP-8408A

Fig. 4 Experimental set-up with two moving open-ended waveguides
that synthesise the arrays

E-:!i i

Fig. 5 Field scattered by three dielectric letters (BMI) 5 X high, cut
from a 3 mm thick Teflon sheet

applied to almost plane objects but also to 3-dimensional
objects. We show, in Figs. 7 and 8, one of the slices that
have been obtained by processing an unique matrix
Hm(x', y') corresponding to a glass (er = 6) Erlenmeyer
flask; it was 7 X high and it is sketched in the same
Figure.

Fig. 7 Erlenmeyer flask

Fig. 6 Reconstruction of the three letter arrangement

network analyser as receiver, permitting a 60 dB dynamic
range with a good phase stability to be obtained.

The scattered field distribution HJx', y') is numeri-
cally obtained as the difference between the incident (no-
object) and the diffracted field. The incident field
measurement is used for system calibration and probe
compensation. In Fig. 5 we represent the modulus of the
field scattered by a 3-letter arrangement. Each of them
has been cut out from a Teflon sheet (er = 2.1) and is 5 X
high. Fig. 6 arises as the result of the application of expr.
9. The reconstruction procedure has not only been

Fig. 8 Image of a central slice

5 Conclusions

The quality of the first images obtained with this holo-
graphic process shows the possibilities of the proposed
method. Obviously, more accurate studies would be
necessary to consider a multiview multifrequency real-
time set-up, to extract some sort of information from the
remaining polarisation or to know the effect of a generic
element radiation pattern.
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Errata
CHRAMIEC, J., and GLASS, A.M.: 'Analysis of
microstrip-slotline ring 3 dB directional couplers', IEE
Proc. H, Microwaves, Antennas & Propag., 1986, 133, (3),
pp. 187-190

The authors would like to point out that the affiliation of
A.M. Glass was stated incorrectly. It should have been as
follows:

'A.M. Glass was formerly with the Electrical Engineering
Department, Basrah University, Basrah, Iraq. He is now
with the Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineer-
ing and Applied Physics, Aston University, Aston Tri-
angle, Birmingham B4 7ET, United Kingdom'
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ALANEN, E., LINDELL, I.V., and HUYANEN, A.T.:
'Exact image method for field calculation in horizontally
layered medium above a conducting ground plane', IEE
Proc. H, Microwaves, Antenna & Propag., 1986, 133, (4),
pp. 297-304

The authors would like to point out that there is an error
of sign concerning the identification of the image cur-
rents. In the text at the end of p. 299, — d/dx should read
d/dx. Consequently, the signs in front of the last terms of
eqns. 33, 34, 41, and the sign in front of the square
brackets in eqn. 66 are erroneous.

5434H

KORI, M.H., and MAHAPATRA, S.: 'Integral analysis
of hybrid coupled semiconductor phase shifters', IEE
Proc. H, Microwaves, Antennas & Propag., 1987, 134, (2),
pp. 156-162

In Fig. 3 on p. 158, *Z1', 'Z ? \ 'Z4 ' and 'Z3 ' should be
inserted in the transmission line below ' 0 / , '02\ '#4' and
'03', respectively

On p. 159, in the second paragraph of Section 5.2,
'Z = 50' should read Z = 50 Q'

The 8th line of the same paragraph should read '. . . the
performance 180° and 90° phase-shifter bits along with
the couplers, are investigated.'

On p. 162, the acknowledgment should read:

'The authors would like to thank the Directorate of
Training and Sponsored Research, Defence Research and
Development Organisation, The Indian Ministry of
Defence, for sponsoring the projection x-band pin-diode
phase shifters.'

5393H

RAMANUJAM, P., CLARRICOATS, P.J.B., and
BROWN, R.C.: 'Offset spherical reflector with a low
sidelobe radiation', IEE Proc. H, Microwaves, Antennas
& Propag., 1987,134, (2), pp. 199-204

The affiliations of the authors should be as follows:

'Prof. Clarricoats and Mr. Brown are, and Dr. Ramanu-
jam was formerly, with the Department of Electrical &
Electronic Engineering, Queen Mary College, Mile End
Road, London El 4NS, United Kingdom. Dr. Ramanu-
jam is now with the RF Technology Division, ERA Tech-
nology, Cleeve Road, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 7SA,
United Kingdom'

In Table 2 on p. 202, the overall height should be 1.35D
and not 0.865D as stated

5394H

ANDRES, M.V., and SUCH, V.: 'Cylindrical surface
waveguide modes using a surface impedance dyadic
method', IEE Proc. H, Microwaves, Antennas & Propag.,
1987,134, (2), pp. 130-138

On p. 132, in the 3rd line from the bottom of the right-
hand column, 'from' should be 'for'

On p. 133, in the line below eqn. 17, ' F / should be 'F2 '
and vice versa

On the 2nd line of the left-hand column on p. 136, the
sentence which begins 'The radial propagation factor . . .'
should be replaced by '. . . , which are the equations that
the radial propagation factor k has to satisfy for large
frequencies.'

In eqn. 34b, the second 'WJyY should be 'W'JyY

On the 3rd line of the right-hand column on p. 136,
'fields' should be inserted after 'TE'

In eqns. 42 on p. 138, the first line of the equation for E
should be

E = ^ds(jE2 + sE^ = (n +
 S-^E2

Also in eqns. 42, in the equation

FJ[s) = a3Jn(s) + a4Yn(s)

'FJis)' should be '£n(s)'
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